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Global homotopy formulas on q-concave CR manifolds for
large degrees
Till BRO¨NNLE, Christine LAURENT-THIE´BAUT and Ju¨rgen LEITERER
It is well known that homotopy formulas are very useful in complex anlysis. Such
formulas were constructed by means of integral operators in the 70’s by Grauert and
Lieb, Henkin, Ramirez, Kerzman and Stein for the Cauchy-Riemann operator (see the
historical notes in [12] for more details) and later by Airapetjan and Henkin [1], Polyakov
[9], Barkatou and Laurent-Thie´baut [2] for the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator. In
most cases only local formulas were obtained. The question arises if it is possible to
globalize these formulas? Gluing together local formulas, it is rather easy to get a global
formula which is not yet a homotopy formula, but ”almost”, up to a compact perturbation.
Then the main work is to eliminate this compact perturbation. A first step in that direction
was done in [8] and then applied in [5] to get a global homotopy formula for the Cauchy-
Riemann operator in q-concave-q∗-convex domains of a complex manifold. More recently
Polyakov [10, 11] proved global homotopy formulas for the forms of small degrees for
the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator on compact q-concave CR manifolds and used
them to study the embedding problem for CR manifolds. But his global operators are
less regular than the local ones. Then in [7] it was obtained that, in the case of forms
of small degrees, it is possible to eliminate the compact perturbation without any loss of
smoothness.
In the present paper we extend the results of [7] to the case of the forms of large degree
(cf. Theorem 1.1). The main tools are the same as in [7], for example the functional
analytic lemma (see Lemma 1.3) and an induction lemma (see Lemma 1.5), but new
difficulties appear because now the induction does not start with functions but with forms
of positive degree. For that we need the Friedrichs approximation lemma for first order
differential operators, well known for the L2-topology, in the Ck-topology. Since it seems
that this approximation result does not exist in the literature, it was proved by the first
author in his Diplomarbeit [3]. This proof is given at the end of this paper.
As a corollary we get a Dolbeault isomorphism type result (cf. Corollary 1.6).
In the case of the Cauchy-Riemann operator on a complex manifold, the Dolbeault
isomorphism says that all the Dolbeault cohomology groups of bidegree (p, q) for currents,
C∞-forms or Ck-forms are isomorphic to the qth cohomology group of the sheaf of germs
of holomorphic p-forms. This is a consequence of the de Rham-Weil isomorphism, of the
Dolbeault lemma and of the holomorphy of the ∂-closed (p, 0)-currents.
A.M.S. Classification : 32V20.
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Let M be a q-concave, q ≥ 1, CR generic submanifold of real codimension k of a
complex manifold X of complex dimension n. As in the complex case, we have smooth-
ness of ∂b-closed (n, 0)-currents and local solvability of the tangential Cauchy-Riemann
equation for forms of bidegree (n, r) with 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 and n − k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k.
For the small degrees, then the Dolbeault isomorphism for the ∂b-cohomology follows
from the de Rham-Weil isomorphism. For the large degrees , i.e. bidegree (n, r) with
n − k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k, ∂b-closed currents of bidegree (n, r) need not to be smooth.
Nevertheless the Dolbeault isomorphism between the ∂b-cohomology for currents and the
∂b-cohomology for C
∞-smooth forms is proved for n − k − q + 2 ≤ r ≤ n − k in [6] un-
der the additional hypothesis that the conormal bundle of M in X is trivial and in [13]
without any additional hypothesis. Here we prove that, if moreover M is compact, the
∂b-cohomology group for C
l-smooth (n, r)-forms, l ∈ N, and for C∞-smooth (n, r)-forms
are isomorphic in the case of the large degrees, included r = n − k − q + 1. In [6] the
reduction to local results was based on cohomological algebra arguments, in [13] on the
construction of a regularization formula for ∂b, here it uses functional analysis.
1 Global homotopy formula
In this section, X is a complex manifold and E is a holomorphic vector bundle on X.
Further, M ⊆ X is a generic, compact CR submanifold of class C∞ of X, k is the real
codimension of M in X, and O is the trivial complex line bundle on X.
If U ⊆M is an open set, then, for 0 ≤ r ≤ n− k, the following notations are used:
- C∞n,r(U,E) is the Fre´chet space of E-valued (n, r)-forms on U which are of class C
∞,
endowed with the C∞-topology.
- Z∞n,r(U,E) is the subspace of all closed forms in C
∞
n,r(U,E), endowed with the same
topology.
- Cl+αn,r (U,E), l ∈ N, 0 ≤ α < 1, is the Banach space of l times differentiable E-valued
(n, r)-forms whose derivatives up to order l admit extensions to U which are Ho¨lder
continuous with exponent α, endowed with the Cl+α-topology.
- Z l+αn,r (U,E) is the subspace of all closed forms in C
l+α
n,r (U,E), endowed with the same
topology.
- If r ≥ 1, then Bl+α→ln,r (M,E) is the space of all f ∈ C
l
n,r(M,E) such that f = du for
some u ∈ Cl+αn,r−1(M,E). Sometimes we write also
B∞n,r(M,E) := B
∞→∞
n,r (M,E) := dC
∞
n,r−1(M,E).
- (Dom d)0n,r(M,E) is the space of all f ∈ C
0
n,r(M,E) such that also df is continuous
on M .
If 0 < α < 1 and q is an integer with 1 ≤ q ≤ n− k, then we shall say that condition
H(α, q) is satisfied if, for each point in M , there exist a neighborhood U and linear
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operators
Tr : C
0
n,r(M,O)→ C
0
n,r−1
(
U,O
)
, 1 ≤ r ≤ q and n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k,
with the following two properties:
(i) For all l ∈ N and 1 ≤ r ≤ q or n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k,
Tr
(
Cln,r(M,O)
)
⊆ Cl+αn,r−1(U,O)
and Tr is continuous as an operator between C
l
n,r(M,O) and C
l+α
n,r (U,O).
(ii) If f ∈ (Dom d)0n,r(M,O), 0 ≤ r ≤ q − 1, has compact support in U , then, on U ,
f =
{
T1df if r = 0 ,
dTrf + Tr+1df if 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 or n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k .
(1.1)
If M is q-concave in the sense of Henkin [4], then it is known since 1981 [4, 1] that
condition H(α, q) is satisfied for 0 < α < 1/2. More recently it was proved in [2] that then
also condition H(1/2, q) is satisfied.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose, for some 0 < α < 1 and some integer q with 1 ≤ q ≤ n −
k, condition H(α, q) is satisfied. Then there exist finite dimensional subspaces Hr of
Z∞n,r(M,E), 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 and n − k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k, where H0 = Z
∞
n,0(M,E),
continuous linear operators
Ar : C
0
n,r(M,E)→ C
0
n,r−1(M,E) , 1 ≤ r ≤ q and n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k ,
and continuous linear projections
Pr : C
0
n,r(M,E)→ C
0
n,r(M,E) , 0 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 and n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k ,
with
ImPr = Hr , 0 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 and n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k , (1.2)
and
B0→0n,r (M,E) ⊆ KerPr , 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 and n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k, (1.3)
such that:
(i) For all l ∈ N ∪ {∞} and 1 ≤ r ≤ q or n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k,
Ar
(
Cln,r(M,E)
)
⊆ Cl+αn,r−1(M,E) (1.4)
and Ar is continuous as operator from C
l
n,r(M,E) to C
l+α
n,r−1(M,E).
(ii) For all 0 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 or n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k and f ∈ (Dom)0n,r(M,E),
f −Prf =
{
A1df if r = 0 ,
dArf +Ar+1df if 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 or n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k , .
(1.5)
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In the case of the small degrees, i.e. for 0 ≤ r ≤ q − 1, Theorem 1.1 has been proven
in [7], it remains to prove the case of the large degrees, i.e. n − k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k.
The main ingredients are the same : first an almost homotopy formula obtained by gluing
together the local formulas and a functional analytic lemma, second an inductive process.
Let us recall the almost homotopy formula, which is proven in [7] for small degrees
and whose proof is exactly the same for large degrees:
Lemma 1.2. Suppose, for some 0 < α < 1 and some integer q with 1 ≤ q ≤ n − k,
condition H(α, q) is satisfied. Then there exist linear operators
Tr : C
0
n,r(M,E)→ C
0
n,r−1
(
M,E
)
, 1 ≤ r ≤ q and n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k, (1.6)
and
Kr : C
0
n,r(M,E)→ C
0
n,r
(
M,E
)
, 0 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 and n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k, (1.7)
with the following two properties:
(i) For all l ∈ N,
Tr
(
Cln,r(M,E)
)
⊆ Cl+αn,r−1(M,E) , 1 ≤ r ≤ q and n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k, (1.8)
Kr
(
Cln,r(M,E)
)
⊆ Cl+αn,r (M,E) , 0 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 and n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k, (1.9)
the operators Tr, 1 ≤ r ≤ q and n − k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k, are continuous as operators
acting between Cln,r(M,E) and C
l+α
n,r−1(M,E), and the operators Kr, 0 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 and
n − k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k, are continuous as operators acting between Cln,r(M,E) and
Cl+αn,r (M,E).
(ii) If f ∈ (Dom d)0n,r(M,E), 0 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 or n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k, then on M
f +Krf =
{
T1df if r = 0 ,
dTrf + Tr+1df if 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 or n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k .
(1.10)
and the functional analytic lemma:
Lemma 1.3. Let Bl, l ∈ N, be a sequence of Banach spaces, and let R : B0 → B0 be a
linear operator such that, for each l ∈ N:
• Bl+1 ⊆ Bl and the imbedding Bl+1 →֒ Bl is continuous,
•
⋂
µ∈NBµ is dense in Bl,
• R(Bl) ⊆ Bl and R
∣∣
Bl
is compact as an endomorphism of Bl.
Then I + R is a Fredholm endomorphism with index zero of B0 (this is clear, because R
is compact as an endomorphism of B0), and
Ker(I +R) ⊆
⋂
l∈N
Bl . (1.11)
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from which one can deduce the next result (cf.[7], Lemma 5.1) :
Lemma 1.4. Suppose, for some 0 < α < 1 and some integer q with 1 ≤ q ≤ n − k,
condition H(α, q) is satisfied and let Kr, 0 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 or n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k, be
the operators from lemma 1.2. Then:
(i) For all 0 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 and n − k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k, I + Kr is a Fredholm
endomorphism of C0n,r(M,E) with index zero and
Ker(I +Kr) ⊆ C
∞
n,r(M,E) . (1.12)
(ii) We have
Z0n,0(M,E) ⊆ Ker(I +K0) ⊆ C
∞
n,0(M,E) (1.13)
and
dimZ0n,0(M,E) = dimZ
∞
n,0(M,E) <∞ . (1.14)
(iii) If q ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 or n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k, then
(I +Kr)
(
Z0n,r(M,E)
)
⊆ Bα→0n,r (M,E) (1.15)
and (I +Kr)
∣∣
Z0n,r(M,E)
is a Fredholm endomorphism with index zero of Z0n,r(M,E).
(iv) If q ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 or n − k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k, then Bα→0n,r (M,E) is a
closed subspace of finite codimension in Z0n,r(M,E).
(v) If q ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 or n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k, then
(I +Kr)
(
Bα→0n,r (M,E)
)
⊆ Bα→0n,r (M,E) (1.16)
and (I +Kr)
∣∣
Bα→0n,r (M,E)
is a Fredholm endomorphism with index zero of Bα→0n,r (M,E).
We come now to the induction step, we restrict ourselves here to the case of large
degrees (the case of small degrees is contained in [7]). To simplify the notations, we set
r0 = n− k − q + 1.
Lemma 1.5. Suppose, for some 0 < α < 1 and some integer q with 1 ≤ q ≤ n − k,
condition H(α, q) is satisfied and let Tr, r0 ≤ r ≤ n − k, and Kr, r0 ≤ r ≤ n − k, be the
operators from lemma 1.2. Then there exist finite dimensional continuous linear operators
K ′r : C
0
n,r(M,E)→ C
∞
n,r(M,E) , r0 ≤ r ≤ n− k,
K ′′r : C
0
n,r(M,E)→ C
∞
n,r(M,E) , r0 ≤ r ≤ n− k,
T ′r : C
0
n,r(M,E)→ C
∞
n,r−1(M,E) , r0 ≤ r ≤ n− k,
such that with the abbreviations
Nr := I +Kr +K
′
r +K
′′
r , r0 ≤ r ≤ n− k,
each Nr, r0 ≤ r ≤ n− k, is a Fredholm endomorphism with index zero of C
0
n,r(M,E) (this
is clear, because I +Kr has this property), and:
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(i) If r0 ≤ r ≤ n− k and f ∈ (Dom d)
0
n,r(M,E), then
Nrf = d(Tr + T
′
r)f + (Tr+1 + T
′
r+1)df , (1.17)
and hence
dNrf = Nr+1df . (1.18)
(ii) We have
C0n,r(M,E) = ImNr ⊕KerNr , if r0 ≤ r ≤ n− k , (1.19)
KerNr ⊆ Z
∞
n,r(M,E) , if r0 ≤ r ≤ n− k , (1.20)
Z0n,r(M,E) = B
α→0
n,r (M,E) ⊕KerNr if r0 ≤ r ≤ n− k , (1.21)
and
Bα→0n,r (M,E) = B
0→0
n,r (M,E) , if r0 ≤ r ≤ n− k . (1.22)
(iii) If r0 ≤ r ≤ n− k, then
Nr
(
Bα→0n,r (M,E)
)
= Bα→0n,r (M,E) , (1.23)
and Nr
∣∣
Bα→0n,r (M,E)
is an isomorphism of Bα→0n,r (M,E).
(iv) If r0 ≤ r ≤ n− k − 1, then
(Dom d)0n,r(M,E) = Nr
(
(Dom d)0n,r(M,E)
)
⊕KerKr , (1.24)
and hence Nr
∣∣
ImNr∩(Dom d)0n,r(M,E)
is an isomorphism of ImNr ∩ (Dom d)
0
n,r(M,E).
(v) Remark: It follows from (1.19), (1.21) and (1.23) that
ImNr ∩ Z
0
n,r(M,E) = B
α→0
n,r (M,E) if r0 ≤ r ≤ n− k . (1.25)
Proof. We proceed by induction on r. We first construct the operators K ′r0 , K
′′
r0
, T ′r0 and
T ′r0+1.
We begin with the construction of K ′′r0 and T
′
r0
. We are looking for an operator K ′′r0 ,
which satisfies
K ′′r0 = dT
′
r0
,
where T ′r0 is a finite dimensional continuous linear operator from C
0
n,r0
(M,E) to C∞n,r0−1(M,E)
and, if we set
N˜r0 := I +Kr0 +K
′′
r0
,
Ker N˜r0 ∩ B
0→0
n,r0
(M,E) = {0} . (1.26)
By Lemma 1.4 the operator (I + Kr0)
∣∣
Bα→0n,r0 (M,E)
is a Fredholm endomorphism with
index zero of Bα→0n,r0 (M,E) and hence its kernel and cokernel are finite dimensional and of
the same dimension.
Let m = dimKer(I + Kr0)
∣∣
B0→0n,r0 (M,E)
. If m = 0 set K ′′r0 = T
′
r0
= 0. If m > 0, since
Ker(I + Kr0) ⊆ C
∞
n,r0
(M,E), we can choose a basis of Ker(I + Kr0)
∣∣
B0→0n,r0 (M,E)
made of
C∞-smooth forms θ1, . . . , θm.
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Moreover there exists a vector space S of dimension m such that
(I +Kr0)(Z
0
n,r0
(M,E)) ⊕ S = B0→0n,r0 (M,E).
Let dλ1, . . . , dλm be a basis of S. Then by Friedrichs lemma for C
k-topology (cf. Appendix)
there exists λ˜1, . . . , λ˜m such that S˜ = Vect(dλ˜1, . . . , dλ˜m) satisfies also
(I +Kr0)(Z
0
n,r0
(M,E)) ⊕ S˜ = B0→0n,r0 (M,E). (1.27)
Taking a dual basis, we can find forms ψ1, . . . , ψm of degree n− k − r0 such that∫
M
ψα ∧ θβ = δαβ , 1 ≤ α, β ≤ m.
We set for f ∈ C0n,r0(M,E)
T ′r0f =
m∑
α=1
(
∫
M
f ∧ ψα)λ˜α.
It follows from this definition that T ′r0 is a finite dimensional continuous linear operator
from C0n,r0(M,E) into C
∞
n,r0−1(M,E). Then we define K
′′
r0
by K ′′r0 = dT
′
r0
and N˜r0 by
N˜r0 := I + Kr0 + K
′′
r0
. The operator N˜r0 is then a Fredholm operator with index 0 of
C0n,r0(M,E) and by Lemma 1.3
Ker N˜r0 ⊆ C
∞
n,r0
(M,E) .
It remains to prove (1.26). Let f ∈ Ker N˜r0 ∩ B
0→0
n,r0
(M,E), then
(I +Kr0)f +K
′′
r0
f = 0.
Since (I +Kr0)f ∈ (I +Kr0)(Z
0
n,r0
(M,E)) and K ′′r0f ∈ S˜, by (1.27) we get
f ∈ Ker(I +Kr0
∣∣
B0→0n,r0 (M,E)
) ∩KerK ′′r0
and hence f = 0 by definition of T ′r0 and K
′′
r0
, which conclude the proof of (1.26).
Next we prove that
Z0n,r0(M,E) = B
α→0
n,r0
(M,E) ⊕
(
Ker N˜r0 ∩ Z
0
n,r0
(M,E)
)
. (1.28)
Since K ′′r0 = dT
′
r0
and ImT ′r0 ⊆ C
∞
q−1(M,E), it is clear that
ImK ′′r0 ⊆ B
α→0
n,r0
(M,E) . (1.29)
By lemma 1.4 (iv), (I + Kr0)
∣∣
Bα→0n,r0 (M,E)
is a Fredholm endomorphism with index zero
of Bα→0n,r0 (M,E). Since K
′′
r0
is finite dimensional and we have (1.29), this implies that
N˜r0
∣∣
Bα→0n,r0 (M,E)
has the same property. By (1.26), this means that
N˜r0
∣∣
Bα→0n,r0 (M,E)
is an isomorphism of Bα→0n,r0 (M,E). (1.30)
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In particular,
Im N˜r0
∣∣
Bα→0n,r0 (M,E)
= Bα→0n,r0 (M,E) . (1.31)
Moreover, by part (iii) of lemma 1.4, (I + Kr0)
∣∣
Z0n,r0 (M,E)
is a Fredholm endomorphism
with index zero of Z0n,r0(M,E), where
Im(I +Kr0)
∣∣
Z0n,r0 (M,E)
⊆ Bα→0n,r0 (M,E)
Once again since K ′′r0 is finite dimensional and we have (1.29), this implies that also
N˜r0
∣∣
Z0n,r0 (M,E)
is a Fredholm endomorphism with index zero of Z0n,r0(M,E), where
Im N˜r0
∣∣
Z0n,r0 (M,E)
⊆ Bα→0r0 (M,E) .
Together with (1.31) this gives
Im N˜r0
∣∣
Z0n,r0 (M,E)
= Bα→0n,r0 (M,E) . (1.32)
Therefore, (1.26) can be written
Ker N˜r0 ∩ Im N˜r0
∣∣
Z0n,r0(M,E)
= {0} .
Hence
Im N˜r0
∣∣
Z0n,r0 (M,E)
∩Ker N˜r0
∣∣
Z0n,r0(M,E)
= {0} . (1.33)
As the index of N˜r0
∣∣
Z0n,r0 (M,E)
is zero, this yields
Z0n,r0(M,E) = Im N˜r0
∣∣
Z0n,r0 (M,E)
⊕Ker N˜r0
∣∣
Z0n,r0(M,E)
= Im N˜r0
∣∣
Z0n,r0 (M,E)
⊕
(
Ker N˜r0 ∩ Z
0
n,r0
(M,E)
)
.
Again by (1.32), this proves (1.28).
From (1.26) and (1.28) it follows that
Bα→0n,r0 (M,E) = B
0→0
n,r0
(M,E) . (1.34)
The construction of the operators K ′r0 and T
′
r0+1 and the proof of there properties are
exactly the same as for the operators K ′q−1 and T
′
q in [7]. We do not repeat it here and
this ends the initialization of the induction.
Now we assume that the operators K ′r, K
′′
r , T
′
r and T
′
r+1 of Lemma 1.5 are construct
for some r0 ≤ r ≤ n− k and that they satisfy the properties (i) to (v) of Lemma 1.5.
We set
K ′′r+1 := dT
′
r+1 . (1.35)
Since T ′r+1 is a finite dimensional continuous linear operator from C
0
n,r+1(M,E) to C
∞
n,r(M,E),
then it is clear that also K ′′r+1 is such an operator. Set
N˜r+1 := I +Kr+1 +K
′′
r+1.
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Then, by lemma 1.3, N˜r+1 is a Fredholm endomorphism with index zero of C
0
n,r+1(M,E),
and
Ker N˜r+1 ⊆ C
∞
n,r+1(M,E) . (1.36)
Now we first prove that
Ker N˜r+1 ∩ B
0→0
n,r+1(M,E) = {0} . (1.37)
Let g ∈ B0→0n,r+1(M,E) with N˜r+1g = 0 be given. Take f ∈ C
0
n,r(M,E) with g = df . Then,
by definition of N˜r+1 and K
′′
r+1, we get
0 = N˜r+1g = N˜r+1df = (I +Kr+1)df +K
′′
r+1df = (I +Kr+1)df + dT
′
r+1df .
By (1.10), this implies
0 = (dTr+1 + dT
′
r+1)df . (1.38)
Since, by hypothesis of induction, the operators K ′r, K
′′
r , T
′
r and T
′
r+1 satisfy statement (i)
of lemma 1.5, we have
Nrf = d(Tr + T
′
r)f + (Tr+1 + T
′
r+1)df .
Hence dNrf = d(Tr+1 + T
′
r+1)df , which implies by (1.38) that
Nrf ∈ Z
0
n,r(M,E). (1.39)
By hypothesis of induction, (1.25) is valid for r, and then (1.39) implies that
Nrf ∈ B
α→0
n,r (M,E) .
Therefore as, by hypothesis of induction, (1.23) is valid for r, we can find f˜ ∈ Bα→0n,r (M,E)
with
Nrf = Nrf˜ .
Hence f−f˜ ∈ KerNr and since, by hypothesis of induction, (1.20) is valid for r, this implies
that f − f˜ ∈ Z∞n,r(M,E). As f˜ ∈ Z
0
n,r(M,E), this further implies that f ∈ Z
0
n,r(M,E).
Hence g = df = 0. This completes the proof of (1.37).
Next in the same way as for r = r0 we get
Z0n,r+1(M,E) = B
α→0
n,r+1(M,E)⊕
(
Ker N˜r+1 ∩ Z
0
n,r+1(M,E)
)
, (1.40)
and then the construction of the operators K ′r and T
′
r+1 is an exact repetition of the
construction of the operators K ′r0 and T
′
r0+1.
End of the proof of Theorem 1.1. We set Hr = KerNr for all 0 ≤ r ≤ q−1 and n−k−q+
1 ≤ r ≤ n− k. Since the operators Nr are Fredholm operators and KerNr ⊆ Z
∞
n,r(M,E),
the spaces Hr are finite subspaces of Z
∞
n,r(M,E).
By (1.19), we have
C0n,r(M,E) = ImNr ⊕Hr (1.41)
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and we define Pr as the linear projection in C
0
n,r(M,E) with
ImPr = Hr and KerPr = ImNr , 0 ≤ r ≤ q−1 or n−k−q+1 ≤ r ≤ n−k . (1.42)
Since the spaces ImNr and Hr are closed in the C
0-topology, these projections are contin-
uous with respect to the C0-topology. Since, by (1.22) and (1.23), B0→0n,r (M,E) ⊆ ImNr,
this implies (1.3).
Set
N̂r = Nr + Pr .
Then, by (1.41) and (1.42), N̂r is an isomorphism of C
0
n,r(M,E). If 0 ≤ r ≤ q − 2 or
n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k, then moreover
N̂r
(
(Dom d)0n,r(M,E)
)
= (Dom d)0n,r(M,E)
and therefore N̂r
∣∣
(Dom d)0n,r−1(M,E)
is an isomorphism of (Dom d)0n,r(M,E). Indeed, since
KerKr ⊆ Z
∞
n,r(M,E) ⊆ (Dom d)
0
n,r(M,E), this follows from part (iv) of lemma 1.5.
Setting
Ar =
{
N̂−1r−1(Tr + T
′
r) , 1 ≤ r ≤ q
(Tr + T
′
r)N̂
−1
r , n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k ,
(1.43)
now we define the continuous linear operators
Ar : C
0
n,r(M,E) −→ C
0
n,r−1(M,E) , 1 ≤ r ≤ q or n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k .
Proof of (i): For 0 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 the proof of the assertions (i) and (ii) of the theorem
is contained in section 6 of [7].
Let n − k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k and l ∈ N be given. By definition, N̂r is of the
form N̂r = I + R where R
∣∣
Cln,r(M,E)
is a continuous linear operator from Cln,r(M,E) to
Cl+αn,r (M,E). Since (Tr + T
′
r)
∣∣Cln,r(M,E) is a continuous from Cln,r(M,E) to Cl+αn,r−1(M,E),
it follows that
Ar = (̂Tr + T
′
r)N
−1
r
is continuous from Cln,r(M,E) to C
l+α
n,r−1(M,E).
Proof of (ii): Let n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k. We first prove that
N̂−1r+1d
∣∣
(Dom d)0n,r(M,E)
= dN̂−1r
∣∣
(Dom d)0n,r(M,E)
. (1.44)
Since N̂r
∣∣
(Dom d)0n,r(M,E)
is an isomorphism of (Dom d)0n,r(M,E), this is equivalent to
dN̂r−1
∣∣
(Dom d)0n,r−1(M,E)
= N̂rd
∣∣
(Dom d)0n,r−1(M,E)
. (1.45)
Let g ∈ (Dom d)0n,r(M,E) be given. Then, by (1.3), (1.21) and (1.18),
dPr−1g = 0 , Prdg = 0 and dNr−1g = Nrdg .
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Hence
dN̂r−1g = dNr−1g + dPr−1g = dNr−1g = Nrdg = Nrdg + Prdg = N̂rdg .
Now consider f ∈ (Dom d)0n,r(M,E). Then, by (1.17) and definition of the operators
Ar,
N̂rN
−1
r f = dArf + (Tr+1f + T
′
r+1)dN
−1
r f (1.46)
Since ImNr = KerPr, we have PrNr = 0. Hence (I − Pr)N̂r = (I − Pr)(Nr + Pr) = Nr
and therefore NrN̂
−1
r = I − Pr. Therefore, (1.46) takes the form
f − Prf = dArf + (Tr+1f + T
′
r+1)dN
−1
r f (1.47)
and together with (1.44) this gives (1.5).
As a direct consequence of Theorem 1.1, we obtain a new proof of the Dolbeault iso-
morphism for the ∂b-cohomology and of the regularity theorem for the tangentiel Cauchy-
Riemann operator in compact CR manifolds
Corollary 1.6. Suppose, for some 0 < α < 1 and some integer q with 1 ≤ q ≤ n − k,
condition H(α, q) is satisfied. For all 1 ≤ r ≤ q or n − k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k and
l ∈ N ∪ {∞}, the space Bl+α→ln,r (M,E) is closed in C
l
n,r(M,E),
Bl+α→ln,r (M,E) = B
0→l
n,r (M,E) , (1.48)
and the natural map
Z∞n,r(M,E)
dC∞n,r−1(M,E)
→
Z ln,r(M,E)
B0→ln,r (M,E)
(1.49)
is injective.
If 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 or n − k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k, then moreover, for all l ∈ N ∪ {∞},
there exist finite dimensional subspaces Hr of Z
∞
n,r(M,E) such that
Z ln,r(M,E) = B
l+α→l
n,r (M,E) ⊕Hr , (1.50)
and hence (1.49) is an isomorphism and the cohomology groups in (1.49) are finite dimen-
sional.
Proof. Let 1 ≤ r ≤ q or n− k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n− k. It follows from (1.5) and (1.3) that
dArf = f for all f ∈ B
0→0
n,r (M,E) , (1.51)
and (1.48) follows from (1.51) and (1.4).
Let 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 or n − k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k and l ∈ N ∪ {∞}. From Lemma
1.2, we get that (I +Kr)
∣∣
Zln,r(M,E)
is a Fredholm operator with index zero of Z ln,r(M,E)
with (I +Kr)(Z
l
n,r(M,E)) ⊆ B
l+α→l
n,r (M,E). Since B
l+α→l
n,r (M,E) is the image of a closed
linear operator this implies that Bl+α→ln,r (M,E) is a closed subspace for the C
l-topology.
To prove that Bl+α→ln,q (M,E) is closed in the C
l-topology, we consider a sequence fν ∈
Bl+α→ln,q (M,E) which converges in the C
l-topology to some f ∈ Cln,q(M,E). Since, by part
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(i) of Theorem 1.1, Ar is continuous as operator from C
l
n,q(M,E) to C
l+α
n,q−1(M,E), then
the sequence Aqfν converges in the C
l+α-topology to some g ∈ Cl+αn,q−1(M,E), where, by
(1.51), dAqfν = fν for all ν. Since the operator
d : Cl+αn,q−1(M,E) −→ B
l+α→l
n,q (M,E)
is closed, this implies that dg = f , i.e. f ∈ Bl+α→ln,q (M,E).
Since, by (1.4),
Ar
(
C∞n,r(M,E) ∩ B
0→0
n,r (M,E)
)
⊆ C∞n,r−1(M,E) ,
it follows from (1.51) that
dC∞n,r−1(M,E) = C
∞
n,r(M,E) ∩ B
0→l
n,r (M,E) ,
which means that (1.49) is injective.
Now let 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 or n − k − q + 1 ≤ r ≤ n − k, we define Hr by ImPr = Hr,
where Pr is the projector from Theorem 1.1. Then, by (1.21), (1.22),
Z0n,r(M,E) = B
0→0
n,r (M,E) ⊕Hr .
Since Hr ⊆ C
∞
n,r(M,E), this implies that
Z ln,r(M,E) = B
0→l
n,r (M,E)⊕Hr for all l ∈ N ∪ {∞} .
By (1.48) this means (1.50).
2 Appendix
In the 40’s, Friedrichs has proven a density lemma for the L2-topology for partial differ-
ential operators in Rn. If P is such an operator he proves that the C∞-smooth functions
are dense in the domain of definition of P for the graph norm. This result has been later
extend to the Lp-topology, 1 ≤ p < ∞. Here we want to generalize it to differential
operators between vector bundles for the Ck-topology.
Such differential operators between vector bundles appears naturally, for example the
tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator on a CR generic submanifold of a complex manifold
is a differential operator between two bundles of differential forms.
Let X be a paracompact differential manifold of class C∞ of real dimension n and E
and F two vector bundles of class C∞, respectively of rank p and q.
Let U = (Ui)i∈I be a locally finite open covering of X by coordinates domains which are
also trivialization domains for both E and F and (Mij)i,j∈I be the transition matrices of E
on (Uij = Ui∩Uj)i,j∈I and (Nij)i,j∈I be the transition matrices of F on (Uij = Ui∩Uj)i,j∈I .
For k ∈ N ∪ {∞} we denote by Γk(X,E), respectively Γk(X,F ), the vector space of
Ck-smooth sections of E, respectively F . Some trivialization being given on U , for each
f ∈ Γk(X,E), f
∣∣
Ui
is given by a p-vector of functions fi = (f
1
i , . . . , f
p
i ) and on Ui ∩Uj we
have fi =Mijfj.
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A linear differential operator P of order 1 and class Ck between the fiber bundles E
and F is a linear map between Γk+1(X,E) and Γk(X,F ) given in some trivialization of
E and F by a family of linear operators Pi from Γ
k+1(Ui, E) into Γ
k(Ui, F ), i ∈ I, such
that, for f ∈ Γk+1(X,E),
(i) Pi(fi) = NijPj(Mijfj) on Ui ∩ Uj ,
(ii) each Pi is a system of partial differential linear equations of order 1, i.e. Pi = (L
rs
i )
is given by a (q, p)-matrice of partial differential linear equations, where, if (x1, . . . , xn)
denotes some coordinates on Ui, Dl =
∂
∂xl
, 1 ≤ l ≤ n, the partial derivative relatively to
the coordinate xl, a
rs
l , 1 ≤ l ≤ n, 1 ≤ r ≤ q and 1 ≤ s ≤ p, C
k+1 functions on Rn and ars0 ,
1 ≤ r ≤ q and 1 ≤ s ≤ p, Ck functions on Rn, then
Lrsi =
n∑
l=1
arsl Dl + a
rs
0 .
Let P be a linear differential operator P of order 1 and class Ck between the fiber
bundles E and F , we shall say that a section f of class Ck of E is in the domain of
definition of P , DomP , if Pf , which is defined in the sense of distributions, belongs to
Γk(X,F ).
If K is a compact subset of X and f ∈ DomP , the graph Ck-norm on K of f is defined
by
‖f‖gr(K,k) = ‖f‖K,k + ‖Pf‖K,k .
Theorem 2.1. Friedrichs’lemma for the Ck-topology. Let P be a linear differential op-
erator of order 1 and class Ck between two fiber bundles E and F of class C∞ over a
differential manifold X of class C∞. For each compact subset K of X, the C∞-smooth
sections of E are dense in the domain of definition of P for the graph Ck-norm on K.
Proof. First consider the case when X = Rn, E and F are both trivial bundles of rank
respectively p and q and P = (Lrs) is a system of partial differential equations. In
particular for p = q = 1 we get
Lemma 2.2. Let L =
∑n
l=1 alDl + a0 with al ∈ C
k+1(Rn), 1 ≤ l ≤ n, and ao ∈ C
k(Rn)
and ϕ ∈ C∞(Rn) be a positive smooth function with compact support in the unit ball of Rn
such that
∫
Rn
ϕ dx = 1. Set for ǫ > 0 and x ∈ Rn,
ϕǫ(x) =
1
ǫ
ϕ(
x
ǫn
) .
Then for each compact subset K of Rn and any f ∈ Dom(L)
‖L(f ∗ ϕǫ)− L(f)‖K,k → 0 ,
when ǫ→ 0.
Proof. Let f ∈ Dom(L) and set L(f) = L˜(f)+a0f . By the classical convergence properties
of the convolution, we know that ‖a0(f ∗ ϕǫ)− a0f‖K,k tends to 0 when ǫ tends to 0. By
the triangle inequality
‖L˜(f ∗ ϕǫ)− L˜(f)‖K,k ≤ ‖L˜(f ∗ ϕǫ)− L˜(f) ∗ ϕǫ‖K,k + ‖L˜(f) ∗ ϕǫ − L˜(f)‖K,k .
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It follows again from the classical properties of the convolution that, since L˜(f) ∈ Ck(Rn),
‖L˜(f) ∗ ϕǫ − L˜(f)‖K,k tends to 0, when ǫ tends to 0. Now by definition of L˜, we have
‖L˜(f ∗ ϕǫ)− L˜(f) ∗ ϕǫ‖K,k ≤
n∑
l=1
‖alDl(f ∗ ϕǫ)− (alDl(f)) ∗ ϕǫ‖K,k . (2.1)
Therefore it is sufficient to prove that each term in (2.1) converges to 0 when ǫ tends
to 0. Let s = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ N
n be a multi-index of length less or equal to k, we set
Ds = Ds11 . . . D
sn
n . Then
‖f‖K,k =
∑
|s|≤k
‖Ds‖K,0 .
From the Leibniz formula, we deduce
Ds(alDl(f)) =
∑
r≤s
(
s
r
)
(Dral)(Dl(D
s−rf)
and the proof of the lemma is then reduced to the following fact :
(♣) Let a ∈ C1(Rn), 1 ≤ l ≤ n and f ∈ C(Rn), then the smooth function aDl(f ∗
ϕǫ)− (aDl(f)) ∗ ϕǫ converges uniformly to 0 on K, when ǫ tends to 0.
Note that it is clearly the case if the function f is of class C∞, because then Dl(f ∗ϕǫ =
Dl(f) ∗ ϕǫ). Let g ∈ C
∞(Rn), then by linearity
aDl(f ∗ϕǫ)−(aDl(f))∗ϕǫ = aDl(g∗ϕǫ)−(aDl(g))∗ϕǫ+aDl((f−g)∗ϕǫ)−(aDl(f−g))∗ϕǫ
(2.2)
Assume we can prove that there exists a constant C independent of ǫ ∈]0, 1] such that
‖aDl(f ∗ ϕǫ)− (aDl(f)) ∗ ϕǫ‖K,0 ≤ C‖f‖K+B(0,1),0 , (2.3)
then from (2.2) we get
‖aDl(f ∗ϕǫ)− (aDl(f)) ∗ϕǫ‖K,0 ≤ ‖aDl(g ∗ϕǫ)− (aDl(g)) ∗ϕǫ‖K,0+C‖f − g‖K+B(0,1),0 .
and, since continuous functions in Rn can be uniformly approximate on K + B(0, 1) by
C∞-smooth functions, this concludes the proof of (♣) by classical arguments.
Now let us prove (2.3). First let us recall that
f ∗ ϕǫ =
1
ǫn
∫
X
f(x− y)ϕ(
y
ǫ
) dy =
∫
X
f(x− ǫy)ϕ(y) dy .
Then
aDl(f ∗ ϕǫ)− (aDl(f)) ∗ ϕǫ =
∫
X
(
a(x)− a(x− ǫy)
)
(Dlf)(x− ǫy)ϕ(y) dy ,
and after an integration by parts
aDl(f ∗ ϕǫ)− (aDl(f)) ∗ ϕǫ =
∫
X
1
ǫ
(
a(x)− a(x− ǫy)
)
f(x− ǫy)
∂ϕ
∂yl
(y) dy
+
∫
X
∂a
∂yl
(x− ǫy)f(x− ǫy)ϕ(y) dy ,
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since ∂
∂yl
(f(x− ǫy)) = −ǫ(Dlf)(x− ǫy).
As a is of class C1, for ǫ ≤ 1, there exists a constant MK such that for x ∈ K and
y ∈ suppϕ ⊂ B(0, 1) we have
|a(x)− a(x− ǫy)| ≤MKǫ|y| and |
∂a
∂yl
(x− ǫy)| ≤MK ,
and therefore
‖aDl(f ∗ ϕǫ)− (aDl(f)) ∗ ϕǫ‖K,0 ≤MK
( ∫
X
(|y||
∂ϕ
∂yl
(y)|+ |ϕ(y)|) dy
)
‖f‖K+B(0,1),0 .
Setting C =MK
( ∫
X
(|y|| ∂ϕ
∂yl
(y)|+ |ϕ(y)|) dy
)
, we get (2.3).
Now if P is given by a (q, p)-matrice (Lrs), using the triangle inequality, we deduce
easily from Lemma 2.2 that for each compact subset K of Rn and any f ∈ Dom(P )
‖P (f ∗ ϕǫ)− P (f)‖K,k → 0 ,
when ǫ→ 0, which proves Theorem 2.1 for a system.
Now we have to globalize the situation.
Let (χi)i∈I be a partition of the unity subordinated to the open covering U and f ∈
Γk(X,E). After a choice of coordinates in each Ui and of a trivialization of E, we can
define χif as a p-vector fi = (f
1
i , . . . , f
p
i ) of functions with compact support in R
n. Then,
for ǫ sufficiently small, fi ∗ ϕǫ = (f
1
i ∗ ϕǫ, . . . , f
p
i ∗ ϕǫ) can be identify with a section (fi)ǫ
of E with compact support in Ui. Set fǫ =
∑
i∈I(fi)ǫ, then fǫ ∈ Γ
∞(X,E) and for each
compact subset of X ‖f − fǫ‖K,k tends to 0 when ǫ tends to 0.
Moreover on one hand Pf =
∑
i∈I P (χif) and, after a choice of trivialization of F
over Ui, P (χif) = Pi(fi) and on the other hand Pfǫ =
∑
i∈I P ((fi)ǫ) and, for ǫ sufficiently
small, P ((fi)ǫ) = Pi(fi ∗ ϕǫ). By the case of a system, which has been studied previously,
‖Pi(fi)− Pi(fi ∗ ϕǫ)‖K,k tends to 0 when ǫ tends to 0 and therefore ‖Pf − Pfǫ‖K,k tends
to 0 when ǫ tends to 0, which proves the theorem.
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